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Abstract We have characterized the backbone dynamics

of NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus (NOX)

using a recently-developed suite of NMR experiments

designed to isolate exchange broadening, together with 15N

R1, R1q, and {1H}-15N steady-state NOE relaxation mea-

surements performed at 11.7 and 18.8 T. NOX is a 54 kDa

homodimeric enzyme that belongs to a family of structur-

ally homologous flavin reductases and nitroreductases with

many potential biotechnology applications. Prior studies

have suggested that flexibility is involved in the catalytic

mechanism of the enzyme. The active site residue W47

was previously identified as being particularly important,

as its level of solvent exposure correlates with enzyme

activity, and it was observed to undergo ‘‘gating’’ motions

in computer simulations. The NMR data are consistent with

these findings. Signals from W47 are dynamically broad-

ened beyond detection and several other residues in the

active site have significant Rex contributions to transverse

relaxation rates. In addition, the backbone of S193, whose

side chain hydroxyl proton hydrogen bonds directly with

the FMN cofactor, exhibits extensive mobility on the ns–ps

timescale. We hypothesize that these motions may facili-

tate structural rearrangements of the active site that allow

NOX to accept both FMN and FAD as cofactors.

Keywords Protein dynamics � NMR spin relaxation �
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Introduction

NADH oxidase (NOX) from the thermophilic bacterium

Thermus thermophilus catalyzes the oxidation of NADH

and NADPH to NAD? and NADP?, with the concomitant

reduction of O2 to H2O2. Although the biological function

of NOX is unclear, the enzyme is of interest as a compo-

nent of dehydrogenase-based biosensors (Serban and El

Murr 2006). In addition, NOX belongs to a family of

structurally homologous flavin reductases and nitroreduc-

tases that includes enzymes with applications in gene

therapy (Dachs et al. 2005; Palmer et al. 2005) and envi-

ronmental remediation (Best et al. 2005; Kurumata et al.

2005). The enzyme is a symmetric homodimer of 205

amino-acid monomers and binds two FMN or FAD

cofactors in active sites formed between the subunits

(Hecht et al. 1995). Catalysis follows a ping-pong mech-

anism in which a bound FMN or FAD molecule is first

reduced to FMNH2 or FADH2 via two-electron transfer

from NADH. The oxidised cofactor is then regenerated by

O2, external flavin, or a variety of other electron acceptors

including ferricyanide (Zoldak et al. 2003) and hydroxy-

methyl ferrocene (Serban and El Murr 2006). The enzyme

is most active at about 70�C, near the physiological tem-

perature of Thermus thermophilus. The value of kcat is

roughly twofold lower at 50�C and tenfold lower at 20�C,

compared to 70�C.

Protein flexibility is believed to play a key role in the

catalytic cycle of NOX. The addition of low concentrations

(approx. 1 M) of urea (Zoldak et al. 2003) and other cha-

otropic agents (Zoldak et al. 2004) increase both kcat and

Km by up to 2.5-fold at 20�C. This modulation of catalysis

is accompanied by structural and dynamical changes in

the enzyme that involve increased solvent exposure of an

active-site tryptophan, W47, as indicated by fluorescence
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quenching experiments (Zoldak et al. 2003, 2004). Higher

concentrations (approx. 6 M) of urea inactivate the enzyme.

Conversely, the addition of SO4
2- and other kosmotropes

lead to reduced kcat and Km values and reduced solvent expo-

sure of W47 (Zoldak et al. 2004). Some information on the

nature of active-site dynamics was provided by computer

simulations that showed the side chain of W47 undergoing

large-amplitude excursions that could influence the ability of

the substrate to gain access to the cofactor.

In order to better understand the role of protein dynamics

in the mechanism of this enzyme, we have used NMR spin

relaxation experiments to characterize ms–ls and ns–ps

timescale backbone motions of NOX. We employed a

combination of standard 15N R1, R2, and 1H/15N steady-state

NOE experiments and a recently-developed suite of pulse

sequences that measures the decay of longitudinal two-spin

order and single-quantum and multiple-quantum coherences

(referred to here as LOSMQ experiments). The experiments

yield both exchange-free 15N transverse relaxation rates and

estimates of the exchange-broadening contributions to 15N

R1q values (Hansen et al. 2007, 2009). Residues exhibiting

enhanced flexibility on both the ms–ls and ns–ps timescales

cluster near the FMN cofactor in the active site of the

enzyme. Notably W47, which was previously implicated in

active-site dynamics, does not produce detectable signals in

NMR spectra, suggesting that this residue experiences

extensive dynamical broadening. Large exchange contribu-

tions to transverse relaxation rates are seen for several other

residues in the active site. In addition, a region of the protein

that directly contacts the FMN cofactor exhibits a high

degree of mobility on the ns–ps timescale. These results

support the idea that the NOX active site is conformationally

flexible, and shed some light on the complex array of internal

motions that it experiences.

Materials and methods

Protein production

15N and 15N/13C-enriched protein samples were prepared

as described previously (Marley et al. 2001). Briefly,

E. coli bacteria (NovaBlue, EMD Biosciences, San Diego

CA, USA) were transformed with plasmid encoding

T. thermophilus NOX under the control of a tac promoter

(Park et al. 1992). Bacteria were grown at 37�C in 2 l of

LB broth to an OD600 of 0.7, pelleted by centrifugation and

resuspended in 500 ml of M9 minimal media with 13C/1H

glucose and/or 15NH4Cl (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO,

USA) as the sole carbon and/or nitrogen source. Expression

was induced 1 h after transfer through the addition of

200 mg/ml isopropyl b-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG, EMD

Biosciences, San Diego CA, USA). Bacteria were har-

vested by centrifugation after 6 h of incubation.

Samples enriched in 15N, 13C, and 2H were prepared

according to the following protocol. A starter culture of

E. coli, transformed with the NOX plasmid, was grown in

M9 minimal media at 37�C without isotopic enrichment.

Upon reaching an OD600 of 0.7, the cells were pelleted by

centrifugation and re-suspended in M9 minimal media

containing 90% D2O and 13C/1H glucose and 15NH4Cl

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO, USA) to give an initial

OD600 of approximately 0.10. Expression was induced when

the OD600 reached 0.7, as above. Bacteria were harvested by

centrifugation after 20 h of incubation at 37�C.

Cells were resuspended in a buffer containing 50 mM

Tris–HCl, 5 mM benzamidine, 2 mM ethylenediaminete-

traacetic acid (EDTA), pH 7.5, disrupted by sonication,

and the insoluble material was separated by centrifugation.

The supernatant was incubated at 80�C for 5 min, causing

most native E. coli proteins to precipitate while leaving the

thermophilic NOX in solution (Park et al. 1992), and

cleared by centrifugation. The supernatant was then passed

through a DEAE ion-exchange column, which bound many

of the contaminants, but did not bind NOX. The pH was

reduced to 5.0 through the addition of 50 mM acetate

buffer. NOX was purified by cation exchange chromatog-

raphy using SP-Sepharose resin followed by size-exclusion

chromatography using a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 FPLC

column (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). NMR sam-

ples contained between 0.8 and 1 mM NOX (monomer

concentration), 50 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.2,

2.4 mM riboflavin 50-monophosphate (FMN, Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis MO, USA), 5% D2O and 10 lM 2,2-

dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS, Sigma-Aldrich,

St. Louis MO, USA) as an internal chemical shift refer-

ence. These sample conditions were chosen to coincide

with those used previously for enzymatic activity assays

(Zoldak et al. 2003).

NMR spectroscopy

NMR data were recorded at 50�C using Varian INOVA

spectrometers equipped with cold probes operating at 1H

Larmor frequencies of 500 MHz (11.7 T) and 800 MHz (18.8

T). Backbone assignments were obtained using 15N/13C and
15N/13C/2H labelled samples and HNCA, HNCO (Ikura et al.

1990), HN(CO)CA, HN(CA)CO (Yamazaki et al. 1994),

HNCACB (Wittekind and Mueller 1993), CBCA(CO)NH

(Grzesiek and Bax 1992) and NOESY (Zhang et al. 1994)

experiments performed at 18.8 T. The data were processed

using the NMRPipe/NMRDraw (Delaglio et al. 1995) suite of

programs and analyzed using NMRView (Johnson and

Blevins 1994).
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15N R1 (Farrow et al. 1994) and R1q (Korzhnev et al.

2002) relaxation rates were measured at 11.7 T and 18.8 T

for an 15N-enriched protein sample. The temperatures on

both instruments were calibrated using a methanol refer-

ence (Amman et al. 1982). The R1 experiments employed

relaxation delays of 0.0334, 0.0668, 0.111, 0.145, 0.189,

0.234, 0.289, 0.345, 0.412, 0.479, 0.557 s (11.7 T) and

0.0109, 0.0981, 0.196, 0.316, 0.425, 0.556, 0.687, 0.840,

1.01, 1.20, 1.40, 1.64 s (18.8 T). The R1q experiments

employed relaxation delays of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05,

0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.1 s and spin-lock fields of 1.5 kHz

at both 11.7 T and 18.8 T. Relaxation rates were deter-

mined by non-linear least-squares fitting of the peak

intensities to the exponential decay function,

I Trelaxð Þ ¼ I0 � exp �RTrelaxð Þ; ð1Þ

where Trelax is the delay time, I0 is the initial peak intensity

and R is the relaxation rate. Uncertainties in R1 and R1q were

estimated from the deviations between experimental peak

intensities and their back-calculated values. R2 values were

calculated from experimental R1 and R1q measurements

according to the expression

R2 ¼
R1q � R1 cos2 h

sin2 h
ð2Þ

where

h ¼ tan�1 mSL=Dmð Þ; ð3Þ

Dm is the offset of the peak from the carrier frequency and

mSL is the strength of the spin lock, in Hz. {1H}15N steady-

state NOE values were calculated as the ratio of peak

volumes obtained with 5 s of proton presaturation and a 7 s

interscan delay, relative to those obtained with no proton

saturation and a 12-s interscan delay. Uncertainties were

obtained from noise level estimates in NMRDraw.

Spectral density mapping

In order to test the consistency of relaxation rates obtained

at 11.7 T and 18.8 T, data for each field strength were

analyzed separately using reduced spectral density map-

ping (Farrow et al. 1995) to yield values of the spectral

density function, J(x), at x = 0, xN, and 0.87xH (xN and

xH are the 15N and 1H Larmor frequencies, respectively)

(Morin and Gagne 2009). The values of J(0.87xH) were

calculated according to the expression

J 0:87xHð Þ ¼ 4

5d2
HN

cN

cH

NOE � 1ð ÞR1; ð4Þ

where dHN = (l0/4p)�hcHcN\rNH
-3[, l0 is the permeability

of free space, �h is the reduced Planck’s constant, cN and cH

are the gyromagnetic ratios of 15N and 1H, rNH is the NH

bond length, and angled brackets indicate the time average.

The value of J(xN) was calculated according to

J xNð Þ ¼ R1 � 7
4
d2

HNJ 0:921xHð Þ
3
4
d2

HN þ c2
Nð Þ ; ð5Þ

where cN = B0cNDrN((1 ? g2/3)/3)�, B0 is the spectrometer

magnetic field strength, DrN = r11 - (r22 ? r33)/2, (r11,

r22, r33) are the principle components of the 15N chemical

shift anisotropy tensor, g = (r22 - r33)/(r11 - riso), and

riso = (r11 ? r22 ? r33)/3. The value of J(0) was obtained

using the expression

J 0ð Þ ¼ R2 � 1
8
d2

HN 3J xNð Þ þ 13J 0:955xHð Þð Þ � 1
2
c2

NJ xNð Þ
1
2
d2

HN þ 2
3
c2

N

ð6Þ

Lower bounds for J(xN) and J(0) were obtained by assuming

that J(0.955xH) = J(0.921xH) = J(0.87xH). Upper bounds

were obtained by assuming that J(exH) = (0.870/e)2

J(0.870xH), where e = 0.921 or 0.955 (Farrow et al. 1995).

The upper and lower estimates differed by less than 6 and

0.2% for J(xN) and J(0), respectively, calculated using 18.8

T relaxation data.

Relaxation data obtained at multiple spectrometer field

strengths can be analyzed together using a variety of meth-

ods, including spectral density mapping (Farrow et al. 1995;

Peng and Wagner 1995), and the Model-Free paradigm (see

below) (Lipari and Szabo 1982). In this study, we chose to

combine the 11.7 T and 18.8 T data sets using the Model-Free

approach, since it explicitly separates the effects of internal

motions from those of anisotropic rotational diffusion, and

we find the extracted Model-Free parameters to be more

intuitive than spectral density values.

Model free analysis

According to the Lipari-Szabo Model-Free approach, the

spectral density function for a bond vector undergoing

internal motions within a molecule in solution is given by

(Lipari and Szabo 1982):

J xð Þ ¼ 2

5
S2 sM

1þ xsMð Þ2
þ 1� S2
� � s

1þ xsð Þ2

 !

;

s�1 ¼ s�1
M þ s�1

e ð7Þ

where S2 and se are the order parameter and correlation

time describing the amplitude and timescale of bond vector

internal dynamics, respectively, and sM is the effective

correlation time for molecular tumbling in solution. In the

quadric approximation (Brüschweiler et al. 1995; Lee et al.

1997), the effective tumbling correlation time, sM, is

related to the rotational diffusion tensor and the orientation

of each bond vector in the molecular frame by the
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following expressions:In the case of fully anisotropic

tumbling,

6sM;i

� ��1¼ eT
i A�1QAei ð8Þ

where eT
i ¼ xi; yi; zi½ � are the direction cosines defined by

the orientation of the ith bond vector in an arbitrary

reference frame (given by the PDB coordinates), A rotates

ei into the principal axis frame of the diffusion tensor,

A ¼ Rz cð ÞRy bð ÞRz að Þ

¼
cos c � sin c 0

sin c cos c 0

0 0 1

2

64

3

75

cos b 0 sin b

0 1 0

� sin b 0 cos b

2

64

3

75

cos a � sin a 0

sin a cos a 0

0 0 1

2

64

3

75;

ð9Þ

and a, b, and c are Euler angles for the rotation. In its

principal axis frame, the diffusion tensor is given by

D¼
Dxx 0 0

0 Dyy 0

0 0 Dzz

2

4

3

5; ð10Þ

While Q is given by the expression

Q ¼ 1

2

Dyy þ Dzz 0 0

0 Dxx þ Dzz 0

0 0 Dxx þ Dyy

2

4

3

5: ð11Þ

In the case of axially symmetric tumbling, this simplifies to

6sM;i

� ��1¼ 1

2
D?þDjj þ D? - Djj

� �
a31xiþa32yiþa33zið Þ2

� �

ð12Þ

where D\ = Dxx = Dyy, D|| = Dzz, a31 = sinhcosu,

a32 = sinhsinu, a33 = cosh, and h and u relate the z-axis

of the diffusion frame to the arbitrary molecular frame.

In the case of isotropic diffusion, Diso = Dxx = Dyy = Dzz

and (6sM)-1 = Diso.

Using the spectral densities from Eq. 7, values of the

experimental relaxation rates and steady-state NOE can be

calculated according to (Abragam 1961):

R1 ¼ 1

4
d2

HN J xH � xNð Þ þ 3J xNð Þ þ 6J xH þ xNð Þð Þ

þ c2
NJ xNð Þ ð13Þ

R2 ¼1

8
d2

HN 4J 0ð Þ þ J xH � xNð Þ þ 3J xNð Þ þ 6J xHð Þð

þ6J xH þ xNð ÞÞ þ 1

6
c2

N 3J xNð Þ þ 4J 0ð Þð Þ ð14Þ

NOE ¼ 1þ d2
HN

4R1

cH

cN

6J xH þ xNð Þ � J xH � xNð Þð Þ ð15Þ

The diffusion parameters and S2 and se values were obtained

by non-linear least-squares optimization, minimizing the v2

parameter:

v2 ¼
X

experiments

X

residues

Yexp � Ycalc

� �2

d2
Y

; ð16Þ

where the sum extends over all six experimental observ-

ables (R1, R2, NOE obtained at 11.7 and 18.8 T) and all 115

residues. Yexp is an experimental relaxation rate or NOE

value, dY is the associated experimental uncertainty, and

Ycalc is obtained using Eqs. 7–15 with the appropriate

tumbling model. For a dataset of N residues, the isotropic,

axially-symmetric, and anisotropic tumbling analysis have

2N ? 1, 2N ? 4, and 2N ? 6 adjustable parameters: S2

and se for each residue plus (Diso), (D\, D||, h, u), or (Dxx,

Dyy, Dzz, a, b, c), respectively.

The statistical significances, p, of the reductions in v2

afforded by the axially-symmetric tumbling model over

the isotropic model, and the anisotropic tumbling model

over the axially symmetric model were evaluated using F

statistics according to (Vetterling et al. 1988):

F ¼ Dv2

Dm
mB

v2
B

ð17Þ

and

p ¼ I mB
mBþDm�F

mB

2
;
Dm
2

� �
ð18Þ

where mA,B are the degrees of freedom for the two models

under comparison and v2
A;B are the corresponding residual v2

values, calculated using Eq. 16, (mA [ mB). Dv2 = vA
2 – vB

2

is the reduction in v2 afforded by adding Dm = mA – mB

additional adjustable parameters to the fit. I represents the

incomplete beta function. All relaxation calculations were

performed in MATLAB using in-house scripts. The tum-

bling in solution of NOX was modelled using HYDRO-

NMR software (de la Torre et al. 2000), assuming that the

viscosity of a 9:1 H2O/D2O mixture is 0.5572 cP at 50�C

(Cho et al. 1999; Saksena et al. 1975). HYDRONMR first

builds a primary hydrodynamic model of the protein by

treating all non-hydrogen atoms as spheres whose size is

specified by the atomic element radius (AER). In this case,

AER = 3.1 Å was used. The surface of the protein is then

represented by a shell of tangent small beads of radius r,

and a diffusion tensor is computed (Carrasco and de la

Torre 1999). Calculations are repeated for different values

of r and extrapolated to r = 0. We used 6 different values

of r (NSIG = 6) ranging from a lower limit (SIGMIN) of

1.5 Å and an upper limit (SIGMAX) of 2.0 Å.

Exchange-free relaxation rates

We employed a recently-developed suite of 15N/1H NMR

relaxation experiments (Hansen et al. 2007) to estimate

the extent of broadening due to microsecond-timescale
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motions and to measure exchange-free transverse relaxa-

tion rates on a per-residue basis. These experiments measure

the decay of longitudinal two-spin order, R1(2HzNz), trans-

verse antiphase single quantum coherences, R1q(2Hz
0Nz) and

R1q(2HzNz
0) and multiple quantum coherences, R1q(2Hz

0Nz
0),

where we have followed the convention of Hansen et al. and

used primes to indicate spin-locked nuclei. In what follows,

we refer to this method as LOSMQ relaxation experiments.

Measurements were taken for a 15N/13C/2H-enriched protein

sample at 18.8 T with relaxation delays of 0.002, 0.007, 0.01,

0.021, 0.029, 0.036, 0.043, 0.05 s for all experiments, and 1H

and 15N spin-locks of 12 and 2 kHz, respectively. 15N trans-

verse relaxation rates, Rdd, were obtained from single expo-

nential fits according to Eq. 1, replacing I(Trelax) with

b(Trelax),

b Trelaxð Þ ¼
I2H0zNz

Trelaxð Þ � I2HzN 0z Trelaxð Þ
I2H0zN

0
z

Trelaxð Þ � I2HzNz
Trelaxð Þ ; ð19Þ

and R with 2sin2hHsin2hNRdd (Hansen et al. 2007), where

values of h are given by Eq. 3, and hH and hN refer to the

peak offsets from the 1H and 15N carrier frequencies,

respectively. Rdd values are sensitive only to 15N/1H dipole/

dipole interactions, i.e., they are free of exchange broad-

ening contributions.

In order to estimate exchange contributions to 15N R1q,

the experimental spin-locked relaxation rates (R1(2HzNz),

R1q(2Hz
0Nz), R1q(2HzNz

0), R1q(2Hz
0Nz
0)) were converted

to pure transverse and multiple-quantum relaxation rates

according to the expressions (Hansen et al. 2009)

R2 2HxNzð Þ ¼
R1q 2H0zNz

� �
� R1 2HzNzð Þ cos2 hH

sin2 hH

ð20Þ

R2 2HzNxð Þ ¼
R1q 2HzN

0
z

� �
� R1 2HzNzð Þ cos2 hN

sin2 hN

ð21Þ

The exchange contributions to 15N transverse relaxation

present under spin-locked conditions were then calculated

according to

Rex¼
1

2
R1 2HzNzð Þ �1þ 4c2

N

3d2
HN

� �
þR2 2HzNxð Þ 1� 4c2

N

3d2
HN

� ��

þR2 2HxNzð Þ �1� 4c2
N

3d2
HN

� �
þR2 2HxNxð Þ 1þ 4c2

N

3d2
HN

� �	
:

ð23Þ

Results

Assignments

A 15N/1H HSQC correlation spectrum of NOX, saturated

with FMN at 50�C, is shown in Fig. 1. Backbone assign-

ments were obtained using standard triple-resonance

experiments performed on a sample uniformly labelled with
15N and 13C. The enzyme is a symmetric dimer, with 190

non-proline residues per monomer, thus 190 backbone sig-

nals are expected, of which 165 were assigned. These data

may be directly related to the secondary structure of the

protein by analyzing the chemical shifts of Ca and Cb nuclei

(Wishart and Sykes 1994). Ca nuclei tend to experience

downfield shifts in a-helices and upfield shifts in b-sheets,

compared to those in random-coil (unstructured) peptides.

The opposite is true for Cb nuclei. The difference, DCa –

DCb, was calculated for each assigned residue and is plotted

and in Fig. 2, where DC is the chemical shift in the protein

subtracted from tabulated random-coil chemical shift

(Wishart and Sykes 1994). Positive values are obtained in

regions previously identified as a-helical in the X-ray crystal

structure (Hecht et al. 1995), while negative values are

obtained in b-sheet regions, as expected. Roughly 15 resi-

dues do not give rise to observable NMR signals. This could

be due to rapid exchange of amide protons with the solvent or

conformational dynamics on the ms to ls timescale that

broaden the signals beyond detection. The unassigned resi-

dues are mostly located in loops and at the ends of helices and

are clustered in the smaller ‘‘second domain’’ of the protein

(Hecht et al. 1995) that comprises helices E and F (Fig. 3).

This implicates these regions of the protein as being mobile

and/or easily accessible for hydrogen exchange.

Since NOX is fairly large (54 kDa), we prepared a

protein sample that was enriched in 15N, 13C, and 2H to

reduce transverse relaxation due to 1H dipolar interactions

(Gardner and Kay 1998). In order to collect 1H/15N cor-

relation spectra, deuterons at amide positions that are

introduced during bacterial protein expression in 2H2O

must be exchanged for protons. In some cases, this occurs

readily during protein purification in non-deuterated solu-

tions. However, hydrogen bonding of the backbone amides

can reduce the rates of H/D exchange by many orders of

magnitude (Englander 2000). In fact, we found that some

R2 2HxNxð Þ ¼
R1q 2H0zN

0
z

� �
� R2 2HxNzð Þ sin2 hH cos2 hN � R2 2HzNxð Þ cos2 hH sin2 hN � R1 2HzNzð Þ cos2 hH cos2 hN

sin2 hH sin2 hN

ð22Þ
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residues in the protein interior did not exchange deuterons

for protons and were not visible in HSQC spectra nor in the

relaxation experiments, even after approximately 200 h

of incubation at 50�C and pH 7.5. In total, there were 22

strong amide cross-peaks (with intensities within one stan-

dard deviation of the mean in the protonated sample) that

remained unobservable in the deuterated sample under these

conditions. We did not attempt to accelerate H/D exchange

by further raising the temperature, since we have found that

extended incubation at temperatures of greater than about

65�C leads to irreversible aggregation of the protein. The

slow rate of H/D exchange reflects the high thermodynamic

stability of the NOX structural core. Assuming that the

intrinsic H/D exchange rates are on the order of 104 min-1 at

50�C and pH 7.5 (Bai et al. 1993; Connelly et al. 1993) and

that less than 5% of the sample exchanged after about 200 h

of incubation, the protection factors are greater than 109,

implying that solvent-exchangeable states are at least

14 kcal/mol less stable than the ground state. This leads to a

picture of NOX as an enzyme with a structurally very stable

core and a more dynamic periphery (Fig. 3). Spectral

assignment experiments were performed on the deuterated

Fig. 1 Assigned HSQC

spectrum of 15N/13C labelled

NADH oxidase from Thermus
thermophilus (NOX) recorded at

50�C and 18.8 T (800 MHz 1H

Larmor frequency)

Fig. 2 Differences between DCa and DCb secondary chemical shifts

plotted as a function of residue number. DCa,b is defined as the

observed Ca or Cb chemical shift subtracted from the expected

chemical shift of an unstructured polypeptide with the same amino

acid sequence (Wishart and Sykes 1994). Positive values of (DCa -

DCb) are expected for a-helical residues while negative values are

expected for b-sheets. Secondary structure elements were taken as

(Hecht et al. 1995) aA (10–16), aB (30–42), b1 (52–57), aC (60–69),

aD (74–78), b2 (81–87), aE (89–98), aF (107–121), aG (125–149),

b3 (153–157), aH (162–169), b4 (179–184), aJ (198–201)
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sample, and used to confirm the assignments obtained for

the protonated enzyme.

15N spin relaxation experiments

In order to probe the dynamics of NOX on the ns–ps

timescale, we performed steady-state {1H}-15N NOE

experiments (Farrow et al. 1994), and measured 15N

longitudinal, R1, (Farrow et al. 1994) and rotating frame,

R1q, relaxation rates (Korzhnev et al. 2002), which were

used to calculate pure transverse relaxation rates, R2.

Typical intensity decay curves are shown in Fig. 4. Out of

190 non-proline residues in NOX, 25 residues were not

assigned and the signals for 50 residues were either over-

lapped or too weak to yield reliable data, leaving a relaxation

data set for 115 residues. The consistency of the relaxation

data was tested by calculating the value of spectral density

function at zero frequency, J(0), independently for mea-

surements obtained at 11.7 and 18.8 T (Farrow et al. 1995).

In the absence of exchange broadening the two data sets are

expect to coincide. We found that on average, J(0) values

obtained at 18.8 T are 1.7% greater than those obtained at

11.7 T. This discrepancy is at the low end of values typically

obtained for multiple-field relaxation data sets (Morin and

Gagne 2009). The RMS deviation between the two sets of

J(0) values is 0.46 ns/rad, corresponding to an experimental

uncertainty of about 6%.

The relaxation data obtained at 11.7 T and 18.8 T were

analyzed according to the Lipari-Szabo ‘‘Model Free’’

formalism, in which the internal motions and the rotational

diffusion of the molecule are assumed to occur indepen-

dently (Lipari and Szabo 1982). In this approach, the

internal reorientational dynamics of each NH bond vector

are described by two parameters, S2 and se. S2 is an order

parameter that describes the magnitude of bond vector

motions and can take values between 0 and 1. Bond vectors

that are rigid in the molecular reference frame on the ns–ps

timescale give rise to S2 = 1, while those that undergo

rapid unrestricted reorientation give rise to S2 = 0. se is the

effective correlation time for NH bond vector dynamics.

This combined analysis of multi-field data assumes that the

protein dynamics are identical for all measurements, which

requires that the sample conditions (temperature, concen-

tration, etc.) be the same in all spectrometers used. The

good agreement between J(0) values calculated for the 11.7

Fig. 3 Backbone ribbon diagram of NOX (Hecht et al. 1995) (PDB

1NOX), with the two subunits coloured white and blue and the FMN

cofactor illustrated as yellow balls and sticks with a semi-transparent
molecular surface. The locations of residues without assigned

backbone resonances are indicated with green spheres. The locations

of residues whose amides are highly protected from H/D exchange are

indicated with red spheres (i.e., residues that lack signals in 1H/15N

HSQC spectra of the deuterated sample after 200 h of incubation at

50�C, and whose peak intensities are greater than the mean intensity

less one standard deviation in spectra of the protonated sample).

Image generated with YASARA View (Krieger et al. 2002)

Fig. 4 Peak intensity decay curves for A121 in a R1 (squares) and

R1q (circles) 15N relaxation experiments and b 2HzNz (triangles),

2 Hz
0Nz (circles), 2HzNz

0 (diamonds), and 2Hz
0Nz
0 (squares) longitu-

dinal order, single- and multiple-quantum (LOSMQ) relaxation

experiments. Primes indicated spin-locked nuclei. c Decay of the

b(Trelax) function calculated from the intensities in (b) according to

Eq. 19
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T and 18.8 T data sets strongly suggests that this criterion

has been met (Morin and Gagne 2009).

The data were analyzed using three different models of

molecular rotational diffusion (Brüschweiler et al. 1995;

Lee et al. 1997). In the first model, NOX was assumed to

tumble isotropically with a single rotational diffusion

constant, Diso. In the second model, NOX was assumed to

tumble as an axially-symmetric top, such that the diago-

nalized diffusion tensor has two unique components, D||

and D\ (Woessner 1962). In the third model, NOX was

assumed to tumble anisotropically such that all three

components of the diagonalized diffusion tensor are

unique: Dxx, Dyy, and Dzz. In each case, the 11.7 T and 18.8

T relaxation data were analyzed simultaneously to yield

separate S2 and se values for each NH bond vector

and either (Diso), (D||, D\), or (Dxx, Dyy, Dzz). Fits using

the three models had 459, 456, and 454 degrees of freedom

and produced residual v2 values of 594, 567, and 561 for

the isotropic, axially-symmetric, and anisotropic tumbling

models. The improvements in fit of the axially-symmetric

model over the isotropic model and the anisotropic model

over the axially-symmetric model are both statistically

significant, with p = 1.5 9 10-4 and p = 7.9 9 10-2,

respectively. The principal components of the diffusion

tensor extracted from this analysis, Dxx = 0.97 9 107 s-1,

Dyy = 1.02 9 107 s-1, Dzz = 1.11 9 107 s-1 agree quite

well with those predicted using HYDRONMR software

(de la Torre et al. 2000) and the X-ray crystal structure

(Hecht et al. 1995), Dxx = 0.95 9 107 s-1, Dyy = 1.03 9

107 s-1, Dzz = 1.29 9 107 s-1.

NH bond vector order parameters, S2, extracted from the

11.7 T and 18.8 T relaxation data, assuming anisotropic

rotational diffusion, are plotted as a function of residue

number in Fig. 5a. Most of the values lie above 0.85,

consistent with a high degree of structural rigidity. Only 7

residues gave S2 values significantly less than 0.85 (Fig. 5).

Most of these relatively flexible residues occur in loops and

at the termini of a-helices and b-strands. V28 (S2 =

0.80 ± 0.02) lies in the loop connecting helices A

and B. Q105 (S2 = 0.74 ± 0.03) is located in the loop

between helices E and F. Interestingly, the backbone of this

residue was also found to be mobile in the X-ray crystal

structure (Hecht et al. 1995). The stretch of residues Q105,

G106, E107 have the highest B-factors reported for the

entire protein ([63 for amide N). W204 (S2 = 0.83 ± 0.01)

lies at the extreme carboxy-terminus of the protein. Nota-

bly, a cluster of flexible residues, E188 (S2 = 0.77 ± 0.01),

G190 (S2 = 0.80 ± 0.02), Y191 (S2 = 0.80 ± 0.02), and

S193 (S2 = 0.69 ± 0.03) is located in a long loop that

connects the fourth b-strand and the short C-terminal helix

J, and forms part of the cofactor binding site. As discussed

below, this finding suggests a possible role for ns–ps

timescale motions in the catalytic mechanism of the

enzyme.

Exchange-free transverse relaxation rates

We characterized NOX dynamics using a suite of NMR

experiments, recently developed by Kay and co-workers,

that yields 15N transverse relaxation rates free from

conformational exchange broadening contributions, Rex

(Hansen et al. 2007). Conversely, these measurements can

be used to extract the Rex values themselves (Hansen et al.

2009). The suite of experiments consists of single-quantum
15N and 1H R1q experiments, a multiple quantum experi-

ment in which spin-locking fields are applied simulta-

neously to both 1H and 15N nuclei, and an experiment that

monitors decay of longitudinal two-spin order (2IzSz mag-

netization). In what follows, these will be referred to

LOSMQ experiments. The linear combination of the four

Fig. 5 NOX backbone

dynamical parameters, plotted

as a function of residue number.

a Lipari-Szabo order

parameters, S2, reflecting

motions on the ns–ps timescale

b LOSMQ-derived Rex

contributions to 15N transverse

relaxation, reflecting motions on

the ms–ls timescale. In (a),

labelled residues are those

with S2 less 0.85 at a

significance level, p \ 0.05

(Z = (0.85 - S2)/rS
2 [ 1.96,

where rS
2 is the uncertainty

in S2)
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relaxation rates gives the 15N transverse relaxation rate Rdd,

which is governed solely by 1H/15N dipole–dipole inter-

actions and is free from Rex contributions. In practice, it is

preferable to combine the peak intensities obtained for the

four experiments at each relaxation delay (T) into a single

parameter, b(T) which decays monoexponentially with T as

a function of Rdd (see Materials and Methods) (Hansen

et al. 2007). A representative b(T) decay curve obtained for

NOX is shown in Fig. 4c. LOSMQ experiments require

deuterated protein samples, in order to suppress relaxation

pathways involving protons external to the 1H/15N spin

pair, therefore we made these measurements on the
15N/13C/2H protein sample. As described above, some

amide deuterons did not exchange with solvent protons

even after extended high-temperature incubation. There-

fore the LOSMQ relaxation data set is smaller than that

obtained for traditional spin relaxation experiments per-

formed on a protonated sample, and comprises data for 87

residues. The Rdd values are consistent with the R2 values

obtained at 18.8 T, above. In theory, the two rates are

expected to be similar but not identical, since they have

slightly different dependences on the spectral density

function. As expected, the two data sets are close, with an

average difference of 0.7 s-1 and a root mean squared

difference of 3 s-1 (excluding data for G72 and A74 as

discussed below).

The LOSMQ measurements can be analyzed to yield

estimates of the Rex contribution to 15N transverse relaxa-

tion remaining under spin-locked conditions (at a field

strength of 2 kHz in this case). Rex is negligible for most

residues in the protein, with an average value of 1.3 s-1

and a standard deviation of 1.8 s-1 (excluding data for G72

and A74). Notably, residues G72 and A74, located in the

loop between helices C and D, show quite large Rex con-

tributions of 12 and 25 s-1 (Fig. 5b), indicating that the
15N chemical shifts of these residues fluctuate on the ms-ls

timescale and suggesting that this region of the protein

undergoes conformational exchange. Exchange broadening

leads to elevated estimates of J(0) (Farrow et al. 1995). The

effect increases with increasing spectrometer magnetic

field strength, such that J(0) values obtained at 18.8 T are

affected to a greater extent than those obtained at 11.7

T. Notably, A74 has the largest value of DJ(0) =

J(0)18.8T – J(0)11.7T of any residue in the LOSMQ dataset

(1.55 ns rad-1). This is consistent with A74 experiencing

significant exchange broadening. CPMG pulse sequences

(Hansen et al. 2008) can be used to extract quantitative

information on exchange processes occurring on the ms–ls

timescales. In this case, CPMG dispersion profiles

throughout the protein are flat, including those of G72 and

A74, implying that the exchange rates for the dynamics are

rapid (greater than about 104 s-1). Interestingly, Rdd values

for these two residues are quite low (\10 s-1, compared to

an average of 24 s-1), suggesting that they are highly

mobile on the ns–ps timescale as well (Fig. 6).

Discussion

NOX is a thermophilic, dimeric enzyme with structural

homology to other flavin reductases and nitroreductases

(Hecht et al. 1995; Kobori et al. 2001; Koike et al. 1998;

Parkinson et al. 2000; Tanner et al. 1996). Previous studies

have implicated protein flexibility as being important in the

catalytic mechanism. Addition of urea and other chaotropes

at 20�C leads to greater than twofold increases in both kcat

and Km. These changes in activity are accompanied by

increased solvent exposure of the active-site residue W47,

as evinced by fluorescence quenching measurements and

denaturant-dependent changes in near UV circular dichro-

ism spectra (Zoldak et al. 2003, 2004). Conversely, the

addition of SO4
2- and other kosmotropes results in

decreased values of kcat and Km and decreased solvent

exposure of W47. Further evidence for flexibility in the

enzyme mechanism was provided by computer simulations

of the enzyme that yielded two different arrangements of

the active site, referred to as ‘‘open’’ and ‘‘closed’’ (Hritz

et al. 2006). The X-ray crystal structure represents the

‘‘open’’ state in which the side chain of W47 and the FMN

Fig. 6 Structure of NOX, with the two subunits coloured white and

blue and the FMN cofactor illustrated in ball-and-stick format with a

semi-transparent molecular surface. Residues in the two active sites

are colored red (in front) and green (in rear). Signals for W47 are

absent from NMR spectra, likely due to ms–ls dynamical broadening.

This residue has previously been proposed to undergo ‘‘gating’’

motions and modulate substrate access to the cofactor. S193 is highly

flexible on the ns–ps timescale, and hydrogen bonds with the cofactor.

Aromatic residues are conserved at position 71 in homologous proteins.

G72 and A74 experience significant ms–ls motions, according

to LOSMQ NMR relaxation experiments. Image generated with

YASARA View (Krieger et al. 2002)
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cofactor form a cleft that is large enough to accommodate

the NADH substrate. The cleft contains a crystallographic

water molecule that hydrogen bonds with a hydroxyl group

of FMN and with the backbone amide group of W47. The

simulations show excursions to a ‘‘closed’’ conformation in

which the W47 side chain moves about 5 Å towards the

cofactor, narrowing the cleft and occluding the active site.

The water molecule is displaced in this state and the FMN

hydroxyl group hydrogen bonds directly with the backbone

amide group of W47. In the absence of urea, the protein

favours the ‘‘closed’’ form, while introducing urea to the

simulation drives the protein towards the ‘‘open’’ state. It

was hypothesized that this conformational transition could

regulate substrate binding and assist product release by the

enzyme.

Notably, a cross-peak has not been identified for the

backbone amide group of W47 in 1H/15N correlation

spectra of NOX. The signals for both adjacent residues

have been unambiguously assigned, which strongly sug-

gests that the signal for W47 is absent, rather than just

unassigned (Fig. 1). Furthermore, there are only three

peaks in the indole region of the spectrum, although each

NOX monomer contains four tryptophan residues. As dis-

cussed above, the absence of peaks for W47 could be due

to either local ms-ls timescale dynamics that broaden its

signals beyond detection, or rapid hydrogen exchange with

the solvent. The amide groups of the adjacent residues,

A46 and N48, are highly protected from H/D exchange,

producing strong cross-peaks in 15N/1H correlation spectra

of the protonated sample and no detectable peaks in the

deuterated sample as described above. The HNCACB

signals obtained for N48 lack inter-residue correlations and

the corresponding CBCA(CO)NH peaks are extremely

weak. The missing signals would be derived from nuclei in

W47, but be detected via the exchange-protected N48

amide group. Thus it appears likely that NMR signals for

W47 are strongly attenuated by dynamical broadening

rather than by solvent hydrogen exchange. The confor-

mational transition identified in the computer simulations

would be expected to produce large changes in the chem-

ical shifts of the both the backbone and indole 15N/1H pairs

of W47, since it involves remodelling backbone hydrogen

bonds, and reorienting the side chain with respect to the

aromatic flavin portion of FMN. Thus exchange between

the ‘‘open’’ to ‘‘closed’’ forms of the active site occurring

on the ms–ls timescales could explain the absence of NMR

signals for W47.

In a comparison among structurally homologous flavin

reductases and nitroreductases including NOX, it was

found that aromatic residues are significantly conserved at

three loci in the active sites of these proteins (Hritz et al.

2006). One of these positions covers the middle of the

isoalloxazine ring of FMN and corresponds to W47 in

NOX. A second conserved aromatic position covers the rim

of the pyrimidine ring and corresponds to F71 in NOX. A

third conserved aromatic position covers the xylene portion

of the FMN ring and corresponds to W131 in NOX. It was

noted that aromatic residues frequently serve ‘‘gating’’

roles, regulating access to the active sites of a variety of

enzymes. At the first locus, dynamics of W47 are impli-

cated in the function of the enzyme, and its NMR signals

are likely broadened beyond detection. Interestingly, at the

second locus (F71 in NOX), LOSMQ relaxation experi-

ments indicate that there is extensive dynamical broaden-

ing for residues adjacent to F71 (G72 and A74) in the loop

between helices C and D. This raises the interesting pos-

sibility that this region of the protein might also be

involved in modulating access to the active site, perhaps

participating in the same dynamical process as W47.

The Model-Free analysis of 15N relaxation data identified

several regions of NOX that are flexible on the ns–ps time-

scale. Several of these, including the A–B and E–F loops and

the C-terminus, are not close to the active site. Therefore, it

is unclear whether these motions could be involved in the

catalytic mechanism. Interestingly, the relaxation data also

indicate that the long loop between the fourth b-strand and

the short C-terminal helix J is quite mobile. This sequence

forms one edge of the cofactor binding site and helps to

coordinate the phospho-ribose portion of the cofactor. In

particular, S193, whose side chain hydroxyl proton

hydrogen-bonds with the FMN phosphate, has the lowest

value of S2 obtained for any residue in the protein

(0.69 ± 0.03). It is somewhat surprising that a residue

directly involved in ligand binding should be highly flex-

ible, since tightly interacting residues are often associated

with structural rigidity (Jarymowycz and Stone 2006; Kay

et al. 1996). One possible role for the flexibility exhibited

by this loop is related to the ability of NOX to accept either

FMN or FAD as cofactors. It has been proposed that local

flexibility on the ns-ps timescale can facilitate larger con-

formational changes (Clore and Schwieters 2006; Henzler-

Wildman et al. 2007). Indeed, the region between E189 and

H194, particularly S193, undergoes structural rearrange-

ment when the cofactor FMN is replaced with the larger

cofactor FAD, which contains an AMP moiety connected

to the ribityl phosphate of FMN (Hecht et al. 1995). We

hypothesize that flexibility in the C-terminal phosphate-

binding loop may permit rearrangement of the binding site

and accommodation of the larger FAD cofactor, and could

potentially facilitate other conformational changes occur-

ring within the catalytic cycle. Notably, other structurally

homologous flavin reductases and nitroreductases are

unable to utilize the FAD cofactor (Hecht et al. 1995;

Kobori et al. 2001; Koike et al. 1998; Parkinson et al. 2000;

Tanner et al. 1996). Our hypothesis predicts that the active

sites of these other enzymes would show less motion on the
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ns–ps timescale. NMR dynamical characterization of these

related enzymes is an interesting subject for future

research.

Conclusion

We have characterized the dynamics of NOX, a 54 kDa

dimeric enzyme from Thermus thermophilus, using a

combination of traditional 15N relaxation and recently-

developed LOSMQ NMR spin relaxation experiments.

To our knowledge, these are the first NMR studies of an

important class of flavin reductase and nitroreductase

enzymes with applications in biosensing, pro-drug metab-

olism and bioremediation. We find that overall, the enzyme

has a structurally stable core containing many residues with

large H/D protection factors, together with a more dynamic

periphery with many residues whose signals are absent,

due to dynamical broadening and/or solvent hydrogen

exchange. One of the residues lacking a detectable signal is

W47, located in the active site, whose ‘‘gating’’ motions

were previously proposed modulate enzyme activity. The

absence of signals for W47 is likely caused by conforma-

tional exchange on the ms–ls timescale. The LOSMQ

relaxation data indicate the presence of exchange broad-

ening for other residues flanking the active site. Finally, we

found that residues in the cofactor phosphate binding site

exhibit enhanced ns–ps timescale motions relative to the

rest of the protein. Interestingly, the residue exhibiting the

largest degree of mobility on the ns–ps timescale donates a

hydrogen bond to the cofactor in the X-ray crystal struc-

ture. We hypothesize that this flexibility may facilitate

structural rearrangement of the active site and the accom-

modation of different ligands. These results highlight the

utility of NMR dynamics methodologies in revealing the

molecular basis of protein function.
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